
HELLO!
It’s been a great few months here at Fusion.

We have truly embraced our ethos of the Method (Big 4 Consultancy) and the 
Madness (award-winning creativity). 

Experiential event to enable 
the company to truly live 
their values as they prepare 
to enter a Joint Venture

Deeply moving programme as 
participants understood their colour 
energies and how best to work as a 
team

Our newly-developed model to 
align and empower Agile 
Leadership throughout the 
organisation

A red-thread of bringing behaviours to life to create a high-performing, transformational 
business. A series of experiential activities to inspire and motivate teams.

Executive Vice President EMEA

“Thank you sincerely for delivering a fabulous conference... The programme was perfect 
and delivered with fantastic energy and fun. We had so many brilliant comments from our 
people which makes it all worthwhile. Thanks for being brilliant!”

Using unique ways to explore Discovery Insights, individuals truly embedded an 
understanding of their colour energies and how best to communicate with others.

Agile by name, agile by nature, participants went back to their childhood to play 
‘Agile Hopscotch’ - each step of the way exploring the behaviours to enable them 
to win with an Agile Mindset.

Working with our clients, we have delivered:

A compelling 4-sided process to gather thoughts and 
opinions that were shared, while collective hopes for the 
future were aligned

Box Clever

A chance to be truly heard in an interactive, café-style 
setting 

Collaboration Café

Teams �lm and re-play key messages, creatively driven 
by living the values, ending with a collective vision 
screened 

Re-play the Vision

Participant

“Thank you Fusion for an insightful, energising and fun workshop…it was great to 
meet you and spend time with you all this week…all the sessions were 
excellent!”

A unique and bespoke Agile Leadership model was 
explored, refreshingly easy to understand and implement 

Bespoke Agile Approach

Participants’ emotions were stirred, as they went back to their 
childhood to explore the steps to agile working through a 
game of hopscotch

Unique delivery mechanism

Participants skipped through the steps appropriate to 
their situation – encouraging a ‘how’, not a ‘what’ focus

Clear ‘steps’ to deliver

Global Talent Partner

“Just to say…it was great to work together again on the Bootcamp, and 
the reaction feedback from the Rising Leaders on Thursday was so 
pleasing to hear!”

Wearing their boiler suits, participants started their Insights 
transformation as we revealed further levels of discovery

Cloaked in Colours 

Inspired by our Hall of Fame gallery, participants 
evaluated the authenticity of the leaders, and identi�ed 
the observable behaviours they exhibit in relation to their 
Insights’ colour energies

Hall of Fame

Unexpectedly joined by ‘colleagues’, participants were 
immersed in the real-play exercise - Play, Pause and Rewind – 
exercising all their Insights skills to affect a positive outcome

Play, Pause Rewind
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